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• Introduction: supermassive black hole formation 

• Direct collapse in major mergers: forming 

massive black holes with GR instabilities 

• Quasi-stars: growing massive seeds in convective 
envelopes 



Introduction
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Supermassive black holes (SMBHs): characterised by mass (and spin) 
larger than 105-6 Msol, sitting at the centre of the host galaxy

SMBHs are the engine 
powering quasars by accretion

The Astrophysical Journal, 764:184 (14pp), 2013 February 20 McConnell & Ma

Figure 1. M² –σ relation for our full sample of 72 galaxies listed in Table 3 and at http://blackhole.berkeley.edu. Brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs) that are also the
central galaxies of their clusters are plotted in green, other elliptical and S0 galaxies are plotted in red, and late-type spiral galaxies are plotted in blue. NGC 1316 is
the most luminous galaxy in the Fornax cluster, but it lies at the cluster outskirts; the green symbol here labels the central galaxy NGC 1399. M87 lies near the center
of the Virgo cluster, whereas NGC 4472 (M49) lies ∼1 Mpc to the south. The black hole masses are measured using the dynamics of masers (triangles), stars (stars), or
gas (circles). Error bars indicate 68% confidence intervals. For most of the maser galaxies, the error bars in M² are smaller than the plotted symbol. The black dotted line
shows the best-fitting power law for the entire sample: log10(M² = M⊙) D 8: 32+5 : 64 log10(σ = 200 km s−1). When early-type and late-type galaxies are fit separately, the
resulting power laws are log10(M² = M⊙) D 8: 39+5: 20 log10(σ = 200 km s−1) for the early type (red dashed line), and log10(M² = M⊙) D 8: 07+5: 06 log10(σ = 200 km s−1)
for the late type (blue dot-dashed line). The plotted values of σ are derived using kinematic data over the radii rinf < r < reff .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

(L), and stellar bulge mass (Mbulge). As reported below, our new
compilation results in a significantly steeper power law for the
M ² –σ relation than in G09 and the recent investigation by B12,
who combined the previous sample of 49 black holes from G09
with a larger sample of upper limits on M ² from Beifiori et al.
(2009). We still find a steeper power law than G09 or B12 when
we include these upper limits in our fit to the M ² –σ relation.
We have performed a quadratic fit to M² (σ ) and find a marginal
amount of upward curvature, similar to previous investigations
(Wyithe 2006a, 2006b; G09).

Another important measurable quantity is the intrinsic or
cosmic scatter in M ² for fixed galaxy properties. Quantifying the
scatter in M ² is useful for identifying the tightest correlations
from which to predict M ² and for testing different scenarios of
galaxy and black hole growth. In particular, models of stochastic
black hole and galaxy growth via hierarchical merging predict
decreasing scatter in M² as galaxy mass increases (e.g., Peng
2007; Jahnke & Macciò 2011). Previous empirical studies of
the black hole scaling relations have estimated the intrinsic
scatter in M ² as a single value for the entire sample. Herein,
we take advantage of our larger sample to estimate the scatter
as a function of σ , L, and Mbulge.

In Section 2 we summarize our updated compilation of 72
black hole mass measurements and 35 bulge masses from dy-
namical studies. In Section 3 we present fits to the M² –σ , M ² –L,
and M ² –Mbulge relations and highlight subsamples that yield in-
teresting variations in the best-fit power laws. In particular, we
examine different cuts in σ , L, and Mbulge, as well as cuts based
on galaxies’ morphologies and surface brightness profiles. In
Section 4 we discuss the scatter in M ² and its dependence on
σ , L, and Mbulge. In Section 5 we discuss how our analysis of
galaxy subsamples may be beneficial for various applications of
the black hole scaling relations.

Our full sample of black hole masses and galaxy properties is
available online at http://blackhole.berkeley.edu. This database
will be updated as new results are published. Investigators are
encouraged to use this online database and inform us of updates.

2. AN UPDATED BLACK HOLE AND GALAXY SAMPLE

Our full sample of 72 black hole masses and their host
galaxy properties are listed in Table 3, which appears at the
end of this paper. The corresponding M ² versus σ , L, and Mbulge
are plotted in Figures 1–3. This sample is an update of our
previous compilation of 67 dynamical black hole measurements,
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The formation of SMBHs: hints from observations
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Very difficult to observe directly SMBHs at z>4-5! 

Occupation fraction at lower masses and obscuration/radiation 
efficiency are unclear: only upper limits from deepest X-ray 
observations (e.g. Treiser et al. 2013; Weigel et al. 2015; based on 4Ms CDFS)

DISCLAIMER 
What looks plausible is also possible!

Bright QSOs hosting >109 M! SMBHs already in place at z~6-7, 
but rare! (e.g. Fan et al. 2001; Fan 2006; Mortlock et al. 2011)



The formation of SMBHs: some ideas (1) 
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We know how black holes form: stars! We can extend that to primordial 
stars: PopIII stars, very “natural” way of forming BH seeds.

Small seeds ~10-100 
Msol, but PopIII IMF 
still highly debated  
(e.g. O’Shea & Norman 2007, 

Turk et al. 2009, Greif et al. 
2011)

PopIII stars: massive stars ~100 Msol, forming in pristine halos >105 Msol 
@ z~15-20



The formation of SMBHs: some ideas (2) 
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PROBLEM: is there enough time to growth?

Mfin=2x109 Msun !

tH(z=7)~0.75 Gyr!

fEdd=0.3-1; !~0.1!

!

⇒ Min>300-ish Msun!

ULASJ112010641 !

(Marta Volonteri, talk in OAR)

M•(t) = M•(t0)e
(t�t0)/⌧Salp

Eddington rate: maximum 
accretion rate before than 
radiation feedback kicks in

ṀEdd =
4⇡GM•
⌘c

⌧Salp ⇡ 4.4⇥ 107
✓
fEdd

1

◆�1

yr



The formation of SMBHs: some ideas (3)
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More exotic: massive nuclear star clusters in protogalaxies after PopIII

When massive and dense enough, they may undergo stellar runaway 
mergers at their core, forming a very massive star (a few 1000 Msol) 

(e.g. Portegies Zwart et al. 2002, 2004; Freitag et al. 2006)
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Massive seed ~1000 Msol

308 DEVECCHI & VOLONTERI Vol. 694

Table 1
List of the Simulations

Run MEH Zcrit–ncrit; Z ∆ log(Z)

A 0.36 2 1.5
B 0.18 2 1.5
C 0.36 2 0
D 0.36 1 1.5
E 0.36 3 1.5

Notes. Label of the run, power-law index of the metallicity dependence by
redshift, PopIII yield curves (1, 2, and 3 refer to lower, central, and upper
curves of Figure 10 in Santoro & Shull 2006 respectively), allowed variation
(logarithmically uniformly distributed) in Z.

The parameter space (virial temperature, spin parameter),
where the multiple instabilities are efficient, is shown in
Figure 3. Here, we select halos with Tvir > 104 K at z D 12 and
derive the disk and cluster properties, assuming a single critical
density for fragmentation (from 103 cm−3 to 104 cm−3). The
higher the critical density for fragmentation (i.e., the lower the
metallicity, see Section 2.3) the more compact are the clusters,
and the shorter is tcc. When ncrit ; Z < 103 cm−3, no clusters
can undergo core collapse in less than 3 Myr. When ncrit ; Z >
104 cm−3, all forming clusters undergo core collapse in less than
3 Myr.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Summary of the General Procedure

We first summarize the procedure taken in order to determine
the properties of the BH seed population. We calculate the mass
of halos that at redshift z correspond to virial temperatures
104 K ! Tvir ! 1: 8 × 104 (Barkana & Loeb 2001), and we
determine their frequency using a modified version of the Press
& Schechter formalism (Sheth & Tormen 1999) in a WMAP5
cosmology (Dunkley et al. 2009). To each halo, we assign a
value of the spin parameter, λ, extracted from the probability
distribution found in the Millennium simulations (Bett et al.
2007):

P (log λ) D A

!
λ

λ0

"3

exp

#

−ζ

!
λ

λ0

"3= ζ
$

; (16)

whereλ0 D 0: 0043 is the peak location, ζ D 2: 509 and the
normalization reads A D 3 ln 10ζ ζ−1 = Γ(ζ ), with Γ being the
gamma function. This set of assumptions allows us to calculate
the initial disk properties, Σ0, R0,Qc, Rtr and ma .

We assign to each halo a metallicity, Z by extrapolating at
higher redshift the fit to the observational constraints of the
MEH (Z ∝ 10−βz), taking also into account the observed
metallicity scatter. We then calculate ncrit ; Z from a given Zcrit–
ncrit ; Z relation. If a protogalaxy has Q < Qc, we determine the
properties of the stellar cluster (RSF, Mcl and Rh). We then check
if the cluster can develop runaway instability via Equation (14),
and we select the systems where tcc < 3 Myr. For these unstable
clusters, we calculate the expected mass of the seed BH from
Equation (15). In Table 1, we summarize all the different cases
we describe in the following sections.

We now discuss the properties that nuclear clusters possess
at birth and the resulting BH seed population. We start de-
scribing our reference model A in Section 3.1, while in Sec-
tion 3.2, we discuss how our results depend on PopIII stars

Figure 4. Mean cluster masses (upper left panel), radii (upper right), core
collapse timescales (lower left), and BH masses (lower right) as a function of
redshift for model A. The horizontal line in the lower left panel marks the critical
core collapse timescale for VMS formation. The dashed curves mark the 1σ
scatter.

metallicity patterns and on the rate of metal enrichment of the
universe.

3.2. Model A

The first halos reach the critical metallicity for fragmentation
at redshift ∼14. This is also when the first stellar clusters form.
The first clusters have masses of the order of 105 M⊙ and
Rh ∼ 0: 5–1 pc; in such compact clusters, core collapse starts
early (⟨tcc⟩ ∼ 0: 1 Myr at z D 14). At later cosmic times, the
average gas metallicity increases, so that the critical density
for fragmentation decreases. A lower critical density implies
that RSF increases (Equation 11), lengthening the core collapse
timescale. Therefore, clusters form less concentrated and more
massive, and their core collapse timescale continues to increase
with decreasing redshift. This behavior is evident in Figure 4
for the mean quantities (⟨Mcl⟩, ⟨Rh⟩, ⟨tcc⟩, and ⟨MBH⟩). The
mean seed mass as a function of redshift is shown in Figure 4
(lower right panel). Unlike ⟨Mcl⟩ and ⟨Rh⟩, ⟨MBH⟩ shows no
redshift dependence as the increase in Mcl and tcc compensates
(see Equation 15) leading to a roughly constant MBH.

In Figure 5, the entire cluster mass function (solid histogram)
is compared to the mass function of systems able to form a BH
seed (dashed histogram). The clusters that do not form BH seeds
are the very last to form, when the metallicity of the universe
is already significant. The BH mass function is also shown in
Figure 5. The mass function is peaked at ≃1000 M⊙ with a
long tail at low masses, and a steep drop at high masses. The
distribution of core-collapse timescales is shown in Figure 6
(left panel), and in Figure 7 (bottom panel) we show the sharp
redshift boundaries to MBH formation (and the influence of the
metal enrichment history; see Section 3.3).

Figure 8 shows the fraction, fBH, of halos hosting a BH seed.
Seeds start to form at z ∼ 14 in coincidence with the first, very
compact, stellar clusters. The typical core collapse timescale
increases with cosmic time, ⟨tcc⟩ ∼ 3 Myr at z ∼ 9, and by
z ∼ 8 fBH drops rapidly. From this point on even the most

Most seeds expected in 107-8 

Msol halos @ z~15
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However: issues with metallicity and stellar 
evolution (Glebbeek et al. 2009) and perhaps still too small



Direct collapse: basics
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How can we make ~109 M! in ~700 Myr?  
Let’s start from a more massive seed!  

Direct collapse: a large amount of mass is accumulated to form a (bound) 
cloud of ~106-107 M! and collapses monolithically

This implicitly requires:

• Being able to build up such a mass 

• Preventing fragmentation (i.e. halting cooling/star formation) 

• Removing angular momentum to favour the collapse all the 
way down to small scales

What are the physical processes/conditions?

Key, starting idea!



Direct collapse: physical processes (1)
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Not a model, just a scenario! Several ways to do that

1. Halo of ~108 Msol around z~10
2. Pristine gas accretes and shocks 

onto the halo and virialise @ 
Tvir>104 K, or illuminated by Lyman-
Werner flux from nearby halos

3. The gas is pristine: no metal 
coolant, only H2 can make it cool 
down

4. The gas is warm >104 K: H2 
dissociates, only neutral hydrogen 
is present

5. Neutral hydrogen can cool down to 
104 K only: isothermal collapse!
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(e.g. Regan & Haehnelt 2009, Latif et al. 
2014, Choi et al. 2015, and many more) ! Mass accumulation 

! Fragmentation suppressed
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Direct collapse: physical processes (2)

Then, several pathways are possible, depending on !: 
• Direct collapse via GR radial instability, MBH~Mcloud (e.g. Fowler & 

Hoyle 1966; Shibata & Shapiro 2002; Saijo & Hawke 2009) 
• Cloud contract in a supermassive star, followed by a quasi-

star stage that can grow a MBH~104-105 M! (e.g. Begelman et al. 2008; 
Begelman 2010; Dotan et al. 2011; Hosokawa et al. 2013)

The Astrophysical Journal, 774:149 (18pp), 2013 September 10 Choi, Shlosman, & Begelman
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Figure 13. Top: face-on (left) and edge-on (right) projections of the velocity field in the collapsing flow of model B, on scales of 20 pc. Arrows show the direction of
the flow only—the velocity values are given by the color palette. While the face-on flow is dominated by the rotational component (at larger radii), the edge-on slice
is dominated by turbulence. Positions of radial and surface shocks are clearly delineated by sharply increased turbulence. Bottom: face-on (left) and edge-on (right)
slices of the vorticity field, w, in the collapsing flow of model B on 20 pc scales. Vorticity is generated by the oblique shocks that delineate the disk, by spiral shocks
within the disk, and by the central runaway.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

an important difference—our central region is also in a state of
a supersonic gravitational collapse and therefore has developed
a substantial density gradient. In comparison, the Scalo et al.
(1998) power-law tail has a measured slope of ∼−2 before the
self-gravitating clumps have formed, and a slope of −1 when
these clumps are present. In this respect, the central runaway in
our models agrees well with the similar dynamic state in the gas
of Scalo et al.—it corresponds to the gravitational collapse of a
“fragment.” Such a power law is predicted for the solutions of
Burgers equation (which is pressureless) at high densities (e.g.,
Gotoh & Kraichnan 1993). Power-law tails have also been ob-
served in three-dimensional simulations (e.g., Federrath et al.
2008; Kritsuk et al. 2011b).

In a more recent work, Kritsuk et al. (2011b) has targeted
isothermal supersonic turbulent flows in the presence of gas
self-gravity, for the purpose of determining the mass density
PDF. A random force has been used to drive the turbulence

on large spatial scales, in contrast with our models where
turbulence is driven by gravitational collapse only. Despite these
differences, we are in agreement that the power-law tail in the
PDF appears at the time of the central runaway, when and where
the local gravity in the gas becomes important, albeit the slopes
are different at the end of the simulations: −1: 7 for Kritsuk et al.
(2011b) and −1 for our models A–C. Sampling away from the
central runaway site in our models does not show the power-law
tail, indicating that there are no other self-gravitating fragments
within the computational box.

Why is the power-law slope shallower in our simulations,
i.e., −1: 7 versus −1? Kritsuk et al. (2011b) comment that a
shallower, −1 slope does appear at high densities and then
associate this with the mass pile-up resulting from dynamically
important angular momentum in the region. Recall that the
central runaway in our simulations is angular momentum-
dominated, as we show in Section 4.1.
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an important difference—our central region is also in a state of
a supersonic gravitational collapse and therefore has developed
a substantial density gradient. In comparison, the Scalo et al.
(1998) power-law tail has a measured slope of ∼−2 before the
self-gravitating clumps have formed, and a slope of −1 when
these clumps are present. In this respect, the central runaway in
our models agrees well with the similar dynamic state in the gas
of Scalo et al.—it corresponds to the gravitational collapse of a
“fragment.” Such a power law is predicted for the solutions of
Burgers equation (which is pressureless) at high densities (e.g.,
Gotoh & Kraichnan 1993). Power-law tails have also been ob-
served in three-dimensional simulations (e.g., Federrath et al.
2008; Kritsuk et al. 2011b).

In a more recent work, Kritsuk et al. (2011b) has targeted
isothermal supersonic turbulent flows in the presence of gas
self-gravity, for the purpose of determining the mass density
PDF. A random force has been used to drive the turbulence

on large spatial scales, in contrast with our models where
turbulence is driven by gravitational collapse only. Despite these
differences, we are in agreement that the power-law tail in the
PDF appears at the time of the central runaway, when and where
the local gravity in the gas becomes important, albeit the slopes
are different at the end of the simulations: −1: 7 for Kritsuk et al.
(2011b) and −1 for our models A–C. Sampling away from the
central runaway site in our models does not show the power-law
tail, indicating that there are no other self-gravitating fragments
within the computational box.

Why is the power-law slope shallower in our simulations,
i.e., −1: 7 versus −1? Kritsuk et al. (2011b) comment that a
shallower, −1 slope does appear at high densities and then
associate this with the mass pile-up resulting from dynamically
important angular momentum in the region. Recall that the
central runaway in our simulations is angular momentum-
dominated, as we show in Section 4.1.
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! On small scale, supersonic turbulence and 
non-axisymmetric perturbation (Bars-
w i t h i n - b a r s ) c a n r e m o v e a n g u l a r 
momentum (Begelman & Shlosman 2009, Choi, Shlosman & 
Bogeyman 2013, 2015)



Direct collapse: what else?
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We accomplish this using major 
mergers of gas-rich, massive galaxies 

(Mayer et al. 2010; Bonoli et al. 2014; Mayer, DF et al. 2015)

Remember! 
It is just crucial to get:

Direct collapse: a large amount of mass is accumulated to form a (bound) 
cloud of ~106-107 M! and collapses monolithically



Simulation of gas-rich major mergers
SPH simulation performed with GASOLINE 

Same IC of Mayer et al. 2010, but richer inventory of physics

• Metal cooling down to ~100 K 
• Model for optically-thick gas at 

high density calibrated on 2D RT 
• Star formation & blast wave SN 
• Geometric density average SPH

Massive disc galaxies 
• ~4! peaks @z>6 
• Mvir ~ 1012 M! 
• Md~6x1010 M!  
• Mg~6x109 M!

Particle splitting: 1.5M 
SPH particles in the 
inner 100 pc, m~2400 
M!, "=0.1 pc

Mayer, DF, Bonoli, et al. (2015)
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Evolution of the central region
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Coalescence Dense filaments 
feeding the inner disc

Fragmentation on larger 
scale, but central, dense 

core survives

Gas pre-enriched ~Z! due to SN activities, consistent 
with high-z QSO hosts (e.g. Walter et al. 2004)

Mayer, DF, Bonoli, et al. (2015)
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Massive inflow toward the centre

Highly supersonic and turbulent flow

Gas almost free-falling toward the centre due to merger 
dynamics (but retains angular momentum —> nuclear disc).  

Massive inflow in the inner ~10 pc up to ~104 M!/yr
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Fragmentation?

Turbulence keeps central temperature ~5000 K and prevents 
fragmentation in the central pc. However, fragmentation in massive 

clumps does occur outside a few pc

Mayer, DF, Bonoli, et al. (2015)
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Nuclear disc properties

A "pc disc-like core, with 
mass ~109 M!, accreting ~104 
M!/yr: compact and massive

T
rot

|W | ⇠ 0.1

Marginally bar-unstable: 
possibly, further inflow 

below resolution

Mayer, DF, Bonoli, et al. (2015)
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Speculation: possible evolutionary pathway

Considering 109 M! within 0.5 pc

Factor #10 above the 
conditions for GR radial 

instability: possible 
collapse into a SMBH if 
further accretion and 
contraction < 0.1 pc

R ' 0.5 pc > R
crit

⌘ 640
GM

c2
⇠ 0.03 pc

cJ

GM2

⇠ 20 >

✓
cJ

GM2

◆

crit

⇡ 0.97

T
rot

|W | ⇠ 0.1 >

✓
T
rot

|W |

◆

crit

⇡ 0.01

If the case: direct collapse of ~70-80% of the mass in a SMBH! 
(e.g. Baumgarte & Shapiro 1999; Shibata & Shapiro 2002; Saijo & Hawke 2009) 

However: results from polytropic EOS and possible issues 
with nuclear burning (e.g. Montero et al. 2012)

Mayer, DF, Bonoli, et al. (2015)
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And if not GR unstable?
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When ! is small ("0.1-1 Msol/yr), a supermassive star 
(~104-107 Msol) is expected to form 

(e.g. Begelman 2010; Hosokawa et al. 2012, 2013; Scheliecher et al. 2013)

H-burning core Lifetime ~1 Myr since 
radiation dominated

Convective 
envelope

Core collapses into a 
BH ~100 Msol

We got a QUASI-STAR!



Quasi-stars & BH seeds
Quasi-star: (convective

+radiative) envelope (106-7 M!) 
sustained by accretion 

luminosity onto BH (100 M!)

Why? 
Highly SE accretion, BH~104 M!

 

in <1 Myr

Ṁ• & ṀEdd(M?) � ṀEdd(M•)

BUT: SE luminosity -> Massive 
outflows from wind

2 c o m p e t i n g p r o c e s s e s : 
accretion and outflows! Which 
one wins? Can we really grow 
massive seeds?Fiacconi & Rossi, submitted to MNRAS

wind

Convection

Radiative layer

Accreting 
BH
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Quasi-stars: some additional details

Fiacconi & Rossi, submitted to MNRAS
Astromeeting, Osservatorio di Capodimonte - 16 Set 2015

BH

A c c r e t i o n 
region, CDAF Accretion luminosity LBH 

injected in the envelope 
a n d t r a n s p o r t e d b y 
convection

When convection is 
not efficient anymore, 
diffusive transport

W
in

d

End of the hydrostatic 
part and beginning of 
the wind

W
in

d

S i n c e L B H c a n b e 
s u p e r - E d d i n g t o n , 
rad iat ive layer i s 
porous, reducing the 
effective opacity and 
becoming effectively 
sub-Eddington



Quasi-stars: properties
What we did: we solve analytic, self-consistent models of equilibrium 
QSs with a new wind model in both the optically-thin and -thick regimes
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though massive 
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Quasi-stars: evolution
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Evolution computed assuming sequences of equilibria 
and various inflow rates onto the quasi-star

Hard to make seeds >104 Msol, unless advocating very 
massive quasi-stars >107 Msol



Quasi-stars: observations
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Our models suggest quasi-stars hotter (~8000 K) and 
more luminous (1043-1047 erg/s) than without the wind 

—> Observational predictions for HST and JWST

Good JWST candidates!
HST might only have 
seen lower-z outliers 
(Volonteri & Bogeyman 2010) 



Conclusions

• SMBH seeds from gas-rich major mergers: only marginal 
fragmentation due to turbulent and highly supersonic inflow that 
keeps the temperature ~3000-5000 K 

• Formation of a compact, marginally bar-unstable, disc-like core 
with ~109 M! within ~1 pc 

• Future developments: Cosmological ICs; GR follow-up simulations 
of the central core: is it going to collapse? 

•Winds from QSs: fully self-consistent model suggests that massive 
outflows can limit the growth of massive seeds inside quasi-stars 

• However, more luminous and higher effective temperatures than 
without the wind: possible targets for JWST!
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